In this article, I examine a situation in the academic
considered as Dangerous to National Security and the Global Order. I write this in response to the U.S. Presidential Executive order of Friday, January 27, 2017 (CNN 2017) , which issued a travel ban 1 on the formerly seven and now six nations listed above. Unfortunately, this did not come as a surprise, considering President George W. Bush's War on Terror (Schmidt and Shanker 2005) in the aftermath of 9/11 and his well-known "Axis of Evil" rhetoric. I am used to, though not numb to, going through rigorous screenings and constant surveillance, or as it is now known, extreme vetting (Siddiqui 2017 ) when crossing borders and applying for visas. I am tired of being relentlessly questioned about my place of origin, investigated as only an Iranian, and frowned upon as a legitimate music educator.
What is at stake is not one executive order banning entry to some Muslim majority countries, but a relentless, deleterious, and insincere "look" (Bhabha [1994] 2004) at invisible yet very visible subjects presumed to be terrorists. In this article, I challenge some hidden and at times "absent present" (Morrison 1992 ) academic injustices facing graduate students, pre-tenured junior faculty, and associate professors whose place of origin arbitrarily destines them to be othered, considered to be lesser than their colleagues who are privileged by citizenship of countries characterized as one-of-us. Adopting testimonio (Beverley 2008) or emergency narrative (Jara in Beverley 2008) as a mode of inquiry, intertwined with and woven into Bhabha's ([1994] 2004) concept of enunciation, I present a situation in the academic life of "object[s] of the gaze" (67) like myself who suffer from systemic inequity in their academic lives and misperceptions about their music education.
Mode of Inquiry
Throughout this article I deliberately present fragmented and non-chronological stories and vignettes of my academic life, rather than full-bodied plots with meaningful exposition, well thought-out actions, and satisfying resolutions. For there are no certitudes in my stories, and to better reflect the intensity of the events I opt for a more raw representation of my life's occurrences, as "testimonio can never create the illusion-fundamental to formalist methods of textual analysis-of the text as autonomous, set against and above the practical domain of everyday life and struggle" (Beverley 2008, 573, orig. italics) .
I also intentionally avoid any thematic analysis of my stories and over-theorization of my vignettes to open up conversation rather than foreclose the discussion.
Bhabha's Enunciation
Bhabha's ([1994] 2004) seminal work, The Location of Culture, along with his influential counterparts Said ([1978] 2003) and Spivak ([1988] 1993)-the three pillars of postcolonial theory and literary engagement-proposed a novel way of thinking about cultural diversity and cultural difference. Said's ([1978] 2003) pivotal project of Orientalism drew our attention to the ways in which the West packages, studies, and observes what it calls the Orient through its own rational lens rather than through what the Orient perceive themselves to be, and Spivak's ([1988] 1993) crucial essay, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" argued that the benevolent activism of Western intellectuals for the subaltern not only does not better their situation but indeed perpetuates the very oppression that many Western intellectuals claim to be against. Bhabha ([1994] 2004) pioneered a mode of thinking that articulates how cultural diversity is treated as a mere object that can be empirically observed, compared, ethnographed, mapped out, and dominated as a fixed and unchangeable concept, whereas cultural difference is itself an authoritative utterance: "the process of enunciation of culture as 'knowledgeable,' authoritative, adequate to the construction of systems of cultural identification" (50, orig. italics). In other words, cultural difference is not a pre-given entity privy to subjugation and objective analysis. It rather negates "the binary division of past and present, tradition and modernity, at the level of cultural representation and its authoritative Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) . "Ma'am! You're being randomly checked": A music education terrorized. Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) : 48-77. doi:10.22176/act16.1.48 51 address" (51). There is no such thing as a certain culture. All there is, is the uncertain, "the indeterminate space of the subject(s) of enunciation" (55).
There emerges the challenge to see what is invisible, the look that cannot "see me," a certain problem of the object of the gaze that constitutes a problematic referent for the language of the self … the phrase of identity cannot be spoken, except by putting the eye/I in the impossible position of enunciation. To see a missing person, or to look at invisibleness, is to emphasize the subject's transitive demand for a direct object of self-reflection, a point of presence that would maintain its privileged enunciatory position qua subject. To see a missing person is to transgress that demand: the "I" in the position of mastery, at that same time, the place of its absence, its re-presentation. We witness the alienation of the eye through the sound of the signifier as the scopic desire (to look/to be looked at) emerges. (Bhabha [1994 (Bhabha [ ] 2004 While people and scholars like me go through daily struggles to be seen and to have their works recognized, we are at the periphery, our doubly-charged efforts overlooked. Instead, we are looked at and very visible in the sense that we are fundamentally stigmatized, denounced, vilified. Amusingly enough, these are the same questions that continue to be asked of us crossing the borders. It is ironic that there is no difference between the ways in which Iranians are treated in Iran by the local authorities and how most other governments treat them outside of Iran. It seems that we keep our prison cells with us wherever we go.
"My Sweet Little
A driver's license and a passport grant us at once new adventures and ease of movement. The driver's license provides autonomy to not rely on the weak public transportation infrastructure, especially in the capital city, Tehran. It also brings opportunities for wandering around the city or maybe going out of the city far from the madding crowd 4 even for a little while-an idiosyncratic pastime for a lot of Iranian youth. But holding a passport has different meanings for males and females in the country. Acquiring a passport as a female Iranian means that one has gained the permission of her male guardian. A male custodian has allowed her to leave the country, and has kindly offered his permission: very similar to traveling to most countries as an Iranian where one needs to apply for the permission of that country, an arduous and labyrinthine process that does not always result in a positive outcome. 5 Obtaining a passport for Iranian men, however, means that one has (1) finished the eighteen to twenty-four months of compulsory military conscription, or (2) has been exempted from it due to his own or his father's illness or lack of a male guardian in the household, or (3) has deposited a large sum to the sazman-e nezam vazifeh (The Military Service Organization) to postpone the military service until after finishing their studies or travels abroad. No Iranian man is permitted to leave the country with a valid passport if he has not met these criteria. To conclude, the act of holding a passport for the first time has a "symbolic consciousness" for Iranian citizens. It grants them a certain agency, a sense of semicontrol, an awareness of conquering the first impediment:
The bilateral space of the symbolic consciousness … massively privileges resemblance, constructs an analogical relation between signifier and signified that ignores the question of form, and creates a vertical dimension within the sign. In this scheme the signifier is always predetermined by the signified-that conceptual or real space that is placed prior to, and outside of, the act of signification. (Barthes in Bhabha [1994 Bhabha [ ] 2004 The passport is the Iranian's key to the first door of freedom of movement. When we were and are under the constant gaze of our government or, better yet, applying the authority's surveillance apparatus through self-censorship of our docile bodies (Foucault [1977] 1995), acquiring a passport means we can, now, use this instrument to circumvent that constant gaze, and to come out of our own censorships. Little do we know that the very instrument called pass-port is re-imagined as the instrument of surveillance and scrutiny beyond the borders: a red flag, a warning, a kind of terror, a where-the-hell-where-did-you-come-from denotation. The passport becomes a pass that we are granting to the international authorities to survey us, to study us, to extremely vet us, reminding us that we are forever contained. Bhabha (1994 Bhabha ( ) 2004 I am the child of war (Iran-Iraq war, 1980 -1988 . Our generation has experienced missing our classmates who went off to war; we have seen our homes shattered to pieces by bombardments; we have gone through leaving our hometowns to stay away from bombings; we have also gained our education via National Television rather than going to schools; we have shared desks, notebooks, pencils, and pens. We have also experienced having new classmates in the middle of the year; we have experienced new games and songs from different parts of Iran; we have experienced being children regardless.
At the
Our music education also went through comparable bittersweet moments. At times it was interrupted and without a structured framework, but it was mostly holistic through intimate family gatherings, active participation at making music, singing and dancing, and later participating at official and unofficial concerts and parties. It was certainly a musical music education. Nonetheless, we also had formal musical education, not through a public system, but via private studios with dedicated teachers who were willing to share their spaces for private-public performances, or later on through instrument lessons at music institutes and cultural centers. That is how I became a music teacher-by being active in the field, and by trial and error. I was holistically socialized (Isbell 2008, Berger and Luckmann 1991) into music education rather than following the profession atomistically (Shippers 2010).
During my university years in Iran, we were active in creating conscious art through interdisciplinary routes involving visual arts, theater, film, and poetry readings. We taught music through teach-ins and small scale venues to people of all walks of life who wanted to be somehow involved with music. But none of these attempts happened at a school setting, a situation I had not considered to devalue Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) Niknafs, Nasim. 2017. "Ma'am! You're being randomly checked": A music education terrorized. Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3): 48-77. doi:10.22176/act16.1.48 55 my music teaching until I left Iran for the first time. I have never been a public school music teacher, as we did not have music as a subject in the Iranian school system; hence the assumed lack of legitimacy as a music teacher outside of Iran. Though I tried to compensate for this supposed lack once in the United States while completing my graduate studies-by interning and teaching at community music schools, and schools with high numbers of refugee and immigrant students, and even teaching at a juvenile detention center-none of these teaching situations "counted" for being an authentic music teacher. I had to have at least three years of public school teaching to be considered a true music teacher (at least in the United States). 6 This situation was and is an ongoing personal battle that kept me away from multiple job opportunities outside of the Iranian border and reduced my negotiating opportunities (Bradley et al. 2017) . Music education often seems to be considered a blanket one-size-fits-all phenomenon rather than an intimate, personalized yet collective experience. Once again my place of origin-and symbolically, my passport-brought disenfranchisement and detriment. I was the non-expert in the field. I knew nothing. I needed to be filled in. I was shattered.
I could not visit my family for six years when I was completing my graduate studies in the United States. As an Iranian student, I only had one single-entry visa to the States to study. I was able to leave but had no guarantee of return. My family instead sacrificed their time, energy, and resources for my education. There has not been a US embassy in Iran since the US Embassy Hostage Crisis in 1979, so my family had to travel to neighboring countries such as Turkey or the United Arab Emirates to acquire US visas whenever they could visit me. During my music teaching identity crisis I did not have the support of my family and Iranian friends around me to assure me that I was indeed a music teacher-that I belonged to the music education community. I had to deal with it alone.
It is disheartening that Said's ([1978] 2003) seminal work, Orientalism, still rings true to this day and may be the only defining framework for situations like mine:
The Oriental is depicted as something one judges (as in a court of law), something one studies and depicts (as in a curriculum), something one illustrates (as in a zoological manual). The point is that in each of these cases the Oriental is contained and represented by dominating frameworks. (40, orig. italics) I add here that as music educators we are not innocent from putting music of other cultures into our curriculum as additives rather than integral parts of our music Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) Niknafs, Nasim. 2017. "Ma'am! You're being randomly checked": A music education terrorized. Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3): 48-77. doi:10.22176/act16.1.48 56 teaching. 7 As such, my music education was defined and represented by the dominating structure. That was why my music education, that included both learning and teaching, was not considered to be music education after all; it was different, it was dismissed, it was stereotyped:
The stereotype is not a simplification because it is a false representation of a given reality. It is a simplification because it is an arrested, fixated form of representation that, in denying the play of difference (which the negation through the Other permits), constitutes a problem for representation of the subject in significations of psychic and social relations. (Bhabha, [1994 (Bhabha, [ ] 2004 My music teaching identity was thence terrorized; I was not who I thought I was. I was a lesser music teacher. I was "marked," as "being unmarked (and therefore 'normal' and 'ordinary') is both constitutive of, and an effect of, structural advantage and power, and the cultural authority that the power brings" (Mackey 2002, 21) .
During my graduate studies in the United States, I could only go to local and US conferences in music education. I was not able to leave the country. The International Society for Music Education (ISME) also did not grant me a Skype presentation in 2010. I had to be at the conference physically. So, my only exposure to music education outside of the States was through reading journal articles, international guest lecturers in our institution, and international presenters at the US conferences. I had no idea of the outside world until I left the US, where music education became musical again.
Gradually, I began to realize that this marking, this cause for fear that I apparently projected, this un-ordinariness was an asset to me. I took it as my badge of honour. If I do not reside and belong to the "structural advantage and power, and the cultural authority that power brings," then I have the luxury, and finally the freedom of movement to pass beyond this hierarchy, and to change the narrative. Instead of being terrorized, I became the terror itself. I then felt obliged not to feel ignored, and not to ignore. I decided to be bothered, disturbed, and to disrupt and unsettle. I decided to feel and enunciate my cultural difference (Bhabha [1994] 2004). Instead of "mimicking" the Global North higher education through the state of "almost the same but not quite" (122), I created a space "where the observer becomes the observed and 'partial' representation rearticulates the whole notion of identity and alienates it from essence" (127, orig. italics).
I became the eye (Bhabha [1994] After searching for academic opportunities that fit my criteria and background for almost two years during my graduate studies, and gradually losing hope of any positions other than the standardized version of music education, I finally came across a position announcement that excited me. It was a fresh and welcoming announcement, encouragingly shattering the image I had about music education in academia.
This is an excerpt of the position description:
We are looking for a music educator with a professional background and professional interest in cultural and global studies in music education. The successful candidate will complement the existing expertise of our music education faculty and have a demonstrated focus on traditional and emerging contexts of teaching and learning in school and community. Possible areas of interest include global musics, technology in music education, differentiated instruction, inclusiveness oriented instruction or music creation. In addition to demonstrated excellence in teaching and musicianship, the candidate must show evidence of scholarly and professional publication and dissemination of research appropriate to the field of music education.
The successful candidate will demonstrate a strong professional dimension with the ability to facilitate current and future connections between our students and schools and to community music teaching and learning. Responsibilities and expectations will include teaching undergraduate and graduate courses, supervising graduate students, actively pursuing a program of research and publication, and contributing to university and professional committees and associations. No human being wants to leave her homeland, place of birth, family and friends. But when the decision is made regardless of choice or force, one needs to look more deeply and examine more profoundly the reasons for such decisions.
The relocation of the home and the world-the unhomeliness-that is the condition of extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiations. To be unhomed is not to be homeless, nor can the "unhomely" be easily accommodated in that familiar division of social life into private and public spheres. The unhomely moment creeps up on you stealthily as your own shadow and suddenly you find yourself … taking the measure of your dwelling in a state of "incredulous terror." (Bhabha [1994 (Bhabha [ ] 2004 What graduate students and scholar-others like myself go through is not only the identity terror they face daily in their academic lives but also the fear of loss and access to homeland, and the fear of the image of their homeland projected in venomous ways where they live and work, not to mention the consequent policies and real effects of following such images.
When language around "taking our country back" and "making America great again" is coupled with proposals to treat EU migrants like bargaining chips or to ban refugees on the ground of religion, it fosters deep hatred, and mistrust and sends a strong message that some people are entitled to human rights and others aren't… Have we forgotten that human rights protections were created after mass atrocities of the second world war as a way of making sure that "never again" actually meant "never again"? (Allen in Amnesty International 2017) Apparently, we have forgotten! It is undeniably happening all over again. Whenever we see a rise of the rhetoric of fear, protectionism, and isolationism, we see the rise of terrorism of all fronts, and acts of violence retrospectively. Never does a geographical ban successfully address the issues of national security that it intends to protect. Stereotyping a population based on the place of their origin or religion only reduces the integrity of their humanity. There is a danger in classifying human beings into fixities (Bradley 2006 , Bhabha [1994 2004) or "representing everything that is there to know about his or her people" (Vaugeois 2009, 16) . The men-59 ace of containing people within pre-determined identity categories and fetishizations based on their race, gender, age, religion, or place of origin does no good but harms all individuals: the ones who impose these categorizations and the ones who are imposed by them. "In each case, what is being dramatized is a separationbetween races, cultures, histories, within histories-a separation between before and after that repeats obsessively the mythical moment of disjunction" (Bhabha [1994] This situation can also be straightforwardly expanded to music education. When did we do rightly whenever we felt we needed to protect and teach only some specific genres of music and their respective pedagogies (Allsup 2015; Kratus 2007; Bradley 2006; Green 2008) ? When did we do justice to the massive array of music making and learning experiences by censoring (Dyndahl and Nielsen 2014; Kallio 2014 ) the repertoire, or by managing (hooks 1992, 354), tolerating (Matthews 2015; Hess 2013) , arranging and simplifying the authentic and diverse musical experiences into ready-made and ready-to-use packages of music learning (Hess 2015 , Wasiak 2009 , Bradley 2006 , Banks 1994 ? A case in point was illustrated by one of the graduate students in Bradley, Golner, and Hanson (2007): I think about the curriculum I teach-I'm going to have to do major work to get where I need to be in the world and United States cultural knowledge levels to teach anything besides European and Jazz musical history … areas to bone up on … current pop music, the history of rock and blues and funk and rap etc…. the current racial justice scene, more about Native American culture(s) and Hispanic music … dance … I feel cheated. (300, orig. italics) Whenever the music repertoire and pedagogy is geography based, the music classroom becomes a "bait and switch" (Hess 2015) situation, a "liberal multiculturalism" that "although well-intentioned, operates politically as an erasure" (Bradley et al. 2007, 298) . Similar to this situation is the good intention of higher education institutions to include diversity in their student bodies and faculty members without acknowledging the external differences and pressures they go through on a day-to-day basis. Echoing Bradley (2006): Policies of official multiculturalism that claim to promote equality for all fail to address inequality, thus belying the promise of democracy. Official policies also fail to allow for recognition of ongoing cultural entanglements that make defining any group according to rigid racial or ethnic criteria impossible. (7 
"What Does it Matter"? 8 Analysis

One is never fully emplaced (place/non-place), one is not fully fixed (fixity/mobility), one is not just "I" but also "an-other" (self/other):
Identities-on-the-move are ambiguous and contested becomings. Daskalaki, Butler, and Petrovic 2016, 192 The analysis of the narrative fragments presented in this article demonstrate two major premises: the power negotiations and micro politics related to my assumed identity, nationality, religion, and music education, and the (un)location of my state of being in the place, location, and time of my music education and higher education position. In what follows I elaborate on each of these premises.
Power Negotiations and Micro Politics
In the vignettes presented so far, a sense of power negotiation exists between the bodies and micro-politics (Daskalaki, Butler, and Petrovic 2016, 191) involved with micro traumas, the most prominent of which is the look and the gaze: "At the international airports, I always hold my passport upside-down so that I don't get the look." What I intend to avoid, the look, is indeed a fixity, an emotional violence, categorizing me into a name, a number. I am described. This look does not grant me the ambivalent space (Bhabha [1994] Power negotiations and micro politics were also apparent through other narrative fragments policing bodies such as mine: "As an Iranian student, I only had one single-entry visa to the States to study;" "'I would lose my chance for the position because of my visa issues;'" "The work permit took eight months to be issued. I missed the first semester of my teaching;" "Since I have started my current position I have applied for six visas." Thus, not only did the policing impede my personal life, preventing me from visiting my family, but it also troubled my professional life: "a critical aspect of this process has been that people have also become dependent on states for the possession of an 'identity' from which they can escape only with difficulty and which significantly shape their access to various spaces" (Torpey 2000, 4) . The visa situation that made decisions on my body and so many other scholars coming from the majority Muslim countries also transferred into my music education, insinuating that my music education did not matter, that it lacked rigour. My intimate knowledge of the field was perceived as limited in scope and depth, being dictated by external circumstances, and not by my efforts.
If one examines these narratives chronologically, one can also realize the time range of these micro politics: it has been an ongoing struggle, beginning with my graduate studies, and has continued since I landed the position. It is a never-ending process. In these mostly one-directional power negotiations, there appears a deep split between celebratory multiculturalism and the real situation of many minorities who experience oppression in their everyday lives. For the west, this appears largely as a division between liberals and conservatives: the first accept assimilation, while the second want to retain their unsullied cultural identities. For minorities in the west, or for those living outside the west, the divisions are less clear-cut. It is not unusual for individuals to want both at the same time. (Young 2003, 24) It is through Bhabha's "ambivalent space of enunciation" that bodies can negotiate these "hierarchical claims" (54-5) and determine "its problems of identification and its diasporic aesthetics in an uncanny, disjunctive temporality that is, at once, the time of cultural displacement, and the space of the 'untranslatable'" ([1994] 2004, 322, orig. italics).
On (Un)Location
These narrative fragments also suggest a constant state of mobility. I was and perhaps still am an itinerant, literally and symbolically, in-between locations, places, Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) Niknafs, Nasim. 2017. "Ma'am! You're being randomly checked": A music education terrorized. Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3): 48-77. doi:10.22176/act16. 1.48 63 and times, grappling with my music education, citizenship, (national) identity, and role of the researcher: "During my music teaching identity crisis I did not have the support of my family and Iranian friends … that I belonged to the music education community;" "After … losing hope of any positions other than the standardized version of music education, I finally came across a position announcement that … encouragingly shatter[ed] the image I had about music education in academia;" "there were scholars who sought my 'non-expert,' 'non-standard' music teaching." Through these excerpts one can realize my struggles as a kind of teaching and academic identity related to my continuous, un-homely experiences, and dislocation. According to Daskalaki, Butler, and Petrovic (2016) , "Identity is a temporary construct, ambivalent and re-invented, translated and fractured, embodied through dislocation and discontinuities in-between space-time" (191) .
Perhaps academic identities in general are both relishing from and being trampled upon by a constant state of liminality, which "can offer a sense of freedom, a possibility of creation, a special sense of community with the others in the limbo that has little to do with identity-rather a shared sense of alterity, as it were" (Czarniawaska and Mazza in Daskalaki, Butler and Petrovic 2016, 191) . What makes this state of liminality precarious for my situation is its lack of allowance for divergent, discursive transformation of faculty member profiles; a "third space" to articulate these differences is denied from us, despite Bhabha's assertion that "the non-synchronous temporality of global and national cultures opens up a cultural space-a third space-where the negotiation of incommensurable differences creates a tension peculiar to borderline existences" (Bhabha, [1994 (Bhabha, [ ] 2004 . Therefore, the location where I stand metaphorically very much depends on what the music education and higher education institution hegemony assumes me to be, rather than acknowledging "a polycentric site of contestation, competing powers and challenging differences" (Daskalaki, Butler and Petrovic 2016, 191) . This (un)location, the neither/nor, then becomes a sore issue instead of constructive, messy possibilities of creation or state of becoming (ibid), as I am generalized, boxed and packaged "through [the] institutionally sanctioned authority and pretended objectivity" (Beverley 2008, 579) . Bhabha ([1994] 2004) emphasizes instead,
We must always keep open a supplementary space for the articulation of cultural knowledges that are adjacent and adjunct but not necessarily accumulative, teleological or dialectical. The "difference" of cultural knowledge that "adds to" but Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) Niknafs, Nasim. 2017. "Ma'am! You're being randomly checked": A music education terrorized. Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3): 48-77. doi:10.22176/act16.1.48 64 does not "add up" is the enemy of the implicit generalization of knowledge or the implicit homogenization of experience. (234) It is through this antagonism that I would like to negotiate some routes and possible blueprints to overcome these inflexibilities and, perhaps more accurately, veiled institutional injustices.
Macro and Micro Thinking
We're left here to witness the witnesses. Ellis and Bochner 2006, 430 As academics we already reside in a space of liminality (Daskalaki, Butler, and Petrovic 2016) . We are constantly on the move, if not for new and different positions wherever the position obliges us to go, but for conferences, conducting research, collaborations. We are also in constant embedded spatial territories in classrooms, faculty meetings, lectures, conventions. We engage in certain ways with our students, fellow researchers, administrators, local communities, and the overall institution of higher education. Daskalaki, Butler, and Petrovic (2016) highlight that
Work experiences are thus embedded in a journey of repeated emplacements/displacements, during which we write ourselves in and out of place, construct our narratives in space-time, and re-construct our identities albeit temporarily in a bodily emplaced relation with-the-other.
(186, orig. italics)
Therefore, when such an already liminal career path about which we are passionate turns into a situation where "understanding is replaced by competence; insight is replaced by effectiveness; and rigour of interactive argument is replaced by communication skills" (Barnett 1994, 37) , the situation of faculty members such as mine becomes even more precarious. According to Denzin and Giardina (2015) , "who among us has not found ourself wading through hours of endless paperwork, annual reports, journal impact factors, students and peer evaluations, credit hours generated matrices, and other measures that seek to quantify one's contribution to university" (10)? Add to that the amount of paperwork for visa applications while going through gruesome and humiliating surveillance and gaze, the blissful ignorance of one's immediate field and higher education institution, spending a great deal of energy on the steps that one does not have the luxury to take-for-granted, planning ahead every step of the way so that one can level oneself with the rest of his/her colleagues, you might now understand what graduate students and faculty members like myself go through on a day-to-day basis. Even though this article is an expression of rage, it is not intended to be a complaining piece. I would indeed like to propose some recommendations to ameliorate these tensions. I would like to author change and translate (Bhabha [1994] 2004) my own academic being. Thus I recommend some steps that we can take as a community to not only decrease the racial, ethnic, gendered, sexed, age(d) anxieties in our profession, but also to go beyond our own home turf and think more globally and influentially.
Our Role as Intellectuals
A query with which I grapple daily: what are my contributions to the field of music education, to the society of musicians and educators in higher education, to the broader local and global community? Since I first began my academic career as a graduate student, I could not help but think that our profession has a tendency to merely react and respond to outside events and trends rather than taking a more proactive stance. In other words, the meaningful and progressive changes that the pioneers and our contemporaries in the field of music education are and have been making in many places on the planet earth-to level the field of constant global economic, political, and socio-cultural shifts-influence all of us. We tend to provide meaning and give a human face to all of these changes, the atrocities, and social injustices that are occurring globally, but do we instead or along with it create meaning? Are we doing enough? Does anyone outside of the field of music education bother to read our journal articles, attend our conventions, contact us to make any local changes, let alone global changes? Then what is our role as intellectuals? 9 Noam Chomsky in his well-known essay, "The Responsibility of the Intellectual" ([1966] 2008), remarked, "Intellectuals are in a position to expose the lies of governments, to analyze actions according to their causes and motives and often hidden intentions" (40). I add that as intellectuals we can and should change the trends, and create movements that go beyond the status quo when, for example, "the conduct of research becomes policed by an array of forces that impinge upon and (re)direct the practice of scholarly inquiry: namely scholarly journals, promotion and tenure committees, federal funding agencies, Institutional Review Boards, bibliometrics, and university political structures" (Denzin and Giardina Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3) Niknafs, Nasim. 2017. "Ma'am! You're being randomly checked": A music education terrorized. Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education 16 (3): 48-77. doi:10.22176/act16.1.48 66 2015, 15). Through public teach-ins, holding concerts with constructive messages, communicating with local agencies, generating public reports, and grassroots activism in our own institutions by speaking to our deans, provosts, vice presidents and university presidents, attending university town halls, and speaking up as members of the academic community, we would be better positioned to create the meanings and generate the trends. These are just some small steps to avoid being appropriated and decided upon. If we need change in the attitudes, modes of thinking, and methods of action, we should start with ourselves, asking what our roles as intellectuals are.
Social (In)justice by Whom? For Whom? Who Cares?
In the year 2015, a timely and well-developed Oxford Handbook of Social Justice in Music Education (Benedict, Schmidt, Spruce and Woodford 2015) was published. When I received the book, I opened it ritualistically, touched its pages, and devoured the titles, authors, and sections. I felt ecstatic that finally our field had created such a volume, representative of the plethora of social justice practices with which music education engages. However, I gradually realized there were a few issues with my reaction. First, this was not the first time within music education that issues of social justice were discussed in a volume. In 2009, the book titled, Exploring Social Justice: How Music Education Might Matter (Gould, Countryman, Morton and Stewart Rose 2009) , was also published, but due to the publisher's location in Canada, the volume did not gain as much attention as the handbook that was packaged and published in the United States.
Second, except for one case study in one chapter by André De Quadros (2015) titled, "Rescuing Choral Music from the Realm of the Elite," none of the chapters was written by a scholar residing or coming from the Middle East or Central Asia or written on topics related to these regions, their social justice matters, historical events, and/or music education practices, although there were chapters in this handbook that grappled with concepts such as othering, racism, toleration, equity, feminism, and multiculturalism. This situation, however, may be reflective of the current socio-political upheavals or lack of access to such bodies and places.
I use the Oxford Handbook and Exploring Social Justice to make a point and not to dismiss their constructive influence, significance in the field, or their acknowledgment of the social justice issues embedded in the "dull familiar stabilities of ordinary everyday life … local social existence" (Young 67 2003, 11) and taken-for-granted assumptions. I indeed admire all the materials in these volumes, and the authors who painstakingly spent time to bring forth issues of social justice in music education. But what I would like to point out is that "there are other kinds of riches, other kinds of loss. Other kinds of ways of thinking about the world [;] Human rather than material" (16) that were not part of these instrumental volumes. Furthermore, the authors, as academics and intellectuals, a group in which I also include myself, are
No longer in the situation of marginality and subalternity that his or her narrative describes, but has now attained the cultural status of author (and generally speaking, middle or upper class economic status). Put another way, the transition from storyteller to author implies a parallel transition from . . . a culture of primary and secondary orality to writing, from a traditional group identity to the privatized, modern identity that forms the subject of liberal political and economic theory. (Beverley 2008, 572-3) 10 Here, then, is my point: the kinds of activism and social justice practices occurring within music education do not suffice to dismantle or disorganize the inequities, (soft and hard) oppressions, and differentiations in ways that some of us have experienced in many parts of the globe. This massive body of literature in music education in this respect dose not fully address stories like mine, formerly the "uncommon 'man'" (Spivak [1988 (Spivak [ ] 1993 , and currently, though precariously, part of the hegemonic discourse. As a community we might rethink our approaches toward definitions, implications, and common practices occurring in music education, and constantly question our thoughts and actions whenever we attempt to alleviate any social injustices through music education: to whom are we speaking, for whom are we speaking, and why do we bother?
Equity: Macro and Micro
"In the process of [autoethnographic research], there is always a feeling of risk: a risk of bleeding, in which the presumed categorical containments of your identity threaten to exceed its borders, revealing the ways in which we are always both particular and plural at the same time; never contained and always messy" (Alexander 2015, 141) . I have always associated bleeding with the construct of martyrdom, due to the official discourse of our Iranian government during the years beginning with the Iran-Iraq war martyrs, referring to them as red tulips. I have never considered my stories as bleeding stories (perhaps bloody stories would be more accurate), or associated with blood in any way until it dawned on me that the discourse around martyrdom, and all of the songs associated with it through red tulips in our post-revolutionary years in Iran, referred in one way or another to concepts of nationalism, borderland, mobilization, and oppression by the West signifying "the false boundaries that limit social possibility" (142).
So, does it mean that wherever I go, as a migrant or nomad or wanderer, I leave traces of my blood, which represents a kind of terror that needs to be cleaned up? That somehow I could be narrated and gazed by someone else, and most probably into a rigid and macro-structured idea of me? I, the Iranian, I the non-music teacher, I the other, I the blood?
If this is the case, then I encourage all of us to think more critically about the macro and micro equity issues that we face daily in our academic lives, as we all have "stories on the move" (Daskalaki, Butler and Petrovic 2016, 193) that are worth telling. Therefore, let us think and do "particular in plural" (Alexander 2015, 142) to unravel and address the inequity and differentiation in relation to nonWestern music educators crossing borders, where the "never contained and always messy" can act as a source of rupture rather than trepidation. When we include more diversity in our institutions and music education programs, do we also include the diverse messiness, problems, values, priorities, philosophies, practices? How do we include diversity? Do we even care? I admit that these questions are broad and perhaps too all consuming. But if each one of us in our corresponding institutions asks these questions and grapples with sensibly responding to them, we might reach to more refined and cultivated practices, where difference would not be gazed at but would be considered as genuine contribution.
The same goes for position postings, and for examining promotion files. How do we invite a diverse array of scholars into our institutions, 11 and how do we encourage them? How do we guide and mentor them into sustained and fruitful careers that are meaningful to the individual, the institution, and the community at large? How much influence can we have to examine their academic profiles for promotion in a more nuanced way, so that every (extra) effort in their career, in addition to "negotiat[ing] annual ... accounts of themselves as appropriate subjects, and to stag[ing] a performance of themselves as appropriate(d) subjects" (Peterson in Denzin and Giardina 2015, 16 ) may be acknowledged and taken into account?
An Un-Finished Project
Too much silence: Last Tango with Music Education. Too much silence. Lamb 1993 Lamb -1994 With the mass population shift that is occurring globally, the mobilization of refugees and immigrants, the horrors of climate change, and mass killings and genocide, how can we or should we prepare prospective music teachers to be able to respond to and be responsible for future generations in these turbulent times? With the rise of global neo-fascism and fundamentalism, are we morally permitted to take the back seat and stay tuned? If "music education ought to be inextricably bound to the work of social justice through interrogations of power" (Bradley, Golner, and Hanson 2007, 302) , how can we in our music education profession respond and relate to what occurs around us? We have two choices, it seems: isolate from the world and focus only on the sounds that we create in our music classrooms and higher education institutions, or bring the noise outside into our safe and familiar spaces and create meaningful cacophony so as to move to beyond.
The "beyond" is neither a new horizon, nor a leaving behind of the past … there is a sense of disorientation, a disturbance of direction, in the "beyond": an exploratory, restless movement caught so well in … here and there, on all sides, fort/da, hither and thither, back and forth. (Bhabha [1994] 2004, 1-2, orig. italics)
I am now guilty of speaking from my trembling position of power as a junior faculty. I was finally able to gain a foothold in the music education discourse; I now have a platform to share my stories and tell the world what othered graduate students and faculty members go through to get what they rightfully desire and dream of. But my story cannot be the case in point: just because I was able to overcome the impediments to some extent does not mean that others in similar situations can and will. As a plethora of research shows, non-white female academics suffer the most within the official discourses of academia (Bradley et al. 2017 , Bergonzie et al. 2016 , Acker et al. 2012 , Boyd et al. 2010 , Berry et al. 2007 ). What if I had not met the professors and advisors who had seen something in me as a graduate student applicant, who believed in me as a music educator and potential scholar who cares about our profession, notwithstanding my non-standard teaching experience? What if I were not spotted by my now mentors and colleagues-who understood that I could do good in the world, that I am capable regardless of my background, my assumed identity? Education (in press) , IASPM@Journal, and General Music Today. Nasim's research interests include equity and politics of contemporary music education with special focus on Iran, cultural studies, popular music, anarchism, and activism in music education. Nasim holds degrees from Northwestern University, New York University, Kingston University, London, and University of Art, Tehran.
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